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Candidaie 's Son; 
le.ff Carter Caf!l,paillns in <Cr.o.,srii,ids 
By .Tracy Schroth asked about his reaction to 'it: loopholes, neither will the large 
Jeff simply. said, "What do you businesses and· corporations. 
Dressed in a blue denim· ·expect?" Jimmy Carter plans a tar-
three-piece suit. young Jeff The hour of questioning geted tax break in areas of high 
Carter stood before a packed seelJ!e~ r~~h~r .~1.1.ll, ~!id slow-- unemployment. _ One of his main 
crowd ~!'75 c~~~~s 11:nd :crit!~!il )~S'f,1.AW,'-\ -~i1,1.,e .'p~:t\te ;questi9ns concerns-is to provide jobs. He 
college stude~ts·•m the ~s- 1.~r ~n~wt1..rs were very m-depth_ will ·start various programs 
roads'Tuesda'ymglit. He opeited It ·started witb a question aout which will help employ the 
himself up immediatley .to ques- Jimmy Carter's stand on abor- unemployed simply by re-direct-
tions an:d discussi.on·concerning tion, which Jeff claims is one·of ing taxes, not by spending more 
his father's plans and policies, · his dad's weakest' issues. Carter money. 
Jeff seemed tired, but nev- thinks that-women should be able One thing Carter plans to 
PHOTO BY l,.INDA ~TEWART 
.Je.ff Carter_ and° his wife annette, ·speaking to 
Itliaca College students in the Crossroads 'f..µ_esday 
night. 
ertheless he had a good sense of to choose whether they have an do, which was very strongly 
hujor and a sharp personality. abortion, but it shouldn't be supported by the majority of the 
When· someone mentioned his made a constitutional amend- students pres~nt Tuesday night. 
·dad's interview -with Playboy, ment and the government should is to decriminalize marijuana. 
Jeff said, "I haven't read it yet definitely not pay for it. The _selling of marijuana would 
but.I'm looking.forward to seeing Carter promises to make _ be illegal, but poss.ession and 
it ... that's the November issue.'' sweeping tax reforms, according:.. personal use would be reduced to 
As the students entered the to the New York Times, which misdemeanors. 
· Cro~sroads, each was handed a also shows many things he has Many of the other issues 
mimeogr~phed.,sheet printed by said to be contradictory. Jeff that were questioned, Jeff said, 
the YowqfSotiallst Amante (as said that his father plans a could be bet.t,er answered on the 
ihey can:theniselves), severely "loophole-free system.'' Just as debate Thursday night. 
criticizing Jimmy Carter. When the average family has no (continued on pagP SJ 
Reaccreditation DraWs Near 
universities are accredited by Scoones, t~e re!:lponses .from all 
By Peter ~jemian one of_the six regional agencies in__ the different s~gments of the 
the country. It can be argued college community, forme~. al-
The tifrie is · rt,lpidly ap- that having accreditation is most the complete content of the 
_ proach;1ng for .I!hac·a ~~eg~ to really nothing piore . thap. rea- _ final report, · which . was · .f ust 
~ review.e~-fqrre~c~~~ta~~.n_-:_ ching an.,·-~~OK~YEQ" :~aj!l-,"in . i~CM~ly_pub~h.~:,..:·Th~1;ep~rti~; 
. 0~ Qctober..17~0 •• an;accreditmg. tlie'-edueaiintfll;i,:world::-· -- 7 : crucial. to.-reaccreditation·· since-·· 
team· from ·--the .. Midale · States · . However; it'- is p6ssibl~ for. the ·visftfng:evafµating tear~i'will-:_ 
. :Association of Colleges and Se- .Ithaca College not lo obtain use it as a guide to what Ithaca · 
· condary Schools will visit our -reaccreditation. The Middle College's goals and self-descr~p-
campus ii:, ord~r to help assess States Association could concei- tions are; Then they will scout • 
· whether Ithaca.College is-worthy vably not grant reaccreditation, ·around *e campus ~nd attempt 
of reaccreditation. Three other could. put Ithaca on a proba- to see how clearly the -college 
agencies will be sending groups tionary status,' or they could identifies its strengths and 
here also · to observe the Musie require that the College submit a weaknesses. · 
School, the teacher education progr_ess report after lUl agreed The Middle States team will 
program, and the Drama De- p'eriod of time (thus only giving a . consist of nine peop1e fully 
partment;- The Drama ::De- "co'ntlitional~- reaccreditation)_ employed at colleges or uajver-
partment is seeking its'· first Assistant Provosr,:B~l:...Scoones, __ sities. There are·adminjs(rators, 
accreditation from the .National who h'as been coorciinaling. the deans, faculty members, and 
-Association of Schools of Theatre whole reaccreditation process, program directors on the:grou~ 
(N.A.S.T.). , said that he does·'not·th~k that The team will d~vide up respon-
What is reaccreditation? It the Association will respond sibilities as they see fit but it is 
is a confirmation that an educa- neg11tively. · virtually certain that the mem-
. tional institution · is · still func- ·' Scoortes has been directing hers will.evaluate whatever area 
_tioning effec'fively . enough. to _:all the - preparation · for . the they are in'l!plved in. . For 
meet the "requirements" · of October visit since the fail of last instance, one of the members is 
accrediting agjmcies. These -. year. His main concern has beem the pres.iden( of Widener Col---
criteria vary but in the case of been the pro_duction of a written · lege, so he v)ilJ c~rtainly spend 
Middle States :Association:. their- self-analysis. of Ithaca College. ·-:: time with the Ithaca College 
method· of· evaluation is to · ·The long_process Scoones and his· administr~tion. ·, After talking 
determine whether a school is 1lides · went through· .centered. with many people and holding 
meeting. its own _goals success- ' around ·get_ting input from dean!i-- meetings_ of t}leir :own, the 
'fully. It is important to note that and progt:am·,directors all- over accrediting- group ·will have a 
. the vast (riajority of colleges an~ the. cim'tp~s. '. :·According:·. ~o . lc~ntinued on page 111 
,,. !Photo by: Richard Young] 
Jerry Garcia -in concert last Saturday. 
Board Establishe~ 
'School o_f Busi1rM!§S 9 
-
. The Ihaca College Board of · sor Robert Pasternack as cour~es offered has more than 
doubled. 
:: 'vt.k\vt~~. 
Trus_tees voted to· change the Charles. A.: Dana Professor, the 
name of the- College's second first endowed professorship in 
,Jargesl"academic.;ir.ea, the Divis - the College's history. It heard 
, ion of Buisncss.Aoministration, -reporst on enrollment and fund 
In decling PastC>rnack lo lhl· 
Dana professorship, the Board 
cited his "scholarly acco!llplish -
menl, ,outstanding teaching and 
·abiding concern for·-the under · 
graduate ''cduacation." Paster · 
. ·.· 
100·\ , ·- ·. 
-. 
·· ·, ifrorii: a:' ·Division. to a School raising and .approved minor 
: ·-t;h~reby. givi~g it equ~l stat\.!~ - . changes in the campus Judicial 
. with the ·.College's five other Code. 
acadl:mic ~~h~,ls. ~Since it was designated a ' I nack has been on the faculty 
· .... _ ·' ----.:.,'· - .·--,:·-· ... -- .. _ .,,Tfie·vote-came at the· DivisionintheCollege'sgeneral-
, Th~ W.~m~n·s:.Crew, 'J'4m':str~~d .. their w·~y- to· a::,:.-~:·:.:..> ~B-oard's ann.ual fall meeting held academic _ _r_estructuririg in 1971, 
. ~:·- , . :-~~_rl_~·~.-d,istanc_e:·ie~~-q_n)~:~l!-yuga;:S~~··OD~.-- :, . ·_···today irdtliaca:_.-:. • thl'- buisrress administration 
_·:·.··-:.::.'.-:.'-.. :.·:~all~}<::.'.:·,,_.';-:,->:.:··,:,>·><:./·_:.: .. ;· .... .-.·-·_\<.,. · . - .. Th.e.B.oard!t1So~pprovedthe scho~t has grown from 298 
··t~::tfa~io,.x~::::{l;:~i~iL~:;:}t.:~'.t;:::.·:·::7;.::);, '~:·.••.·~~"'~'.?:t 01~~-;;,:7- .J!t0~t: ... ·1:~~1~~:s l~d "1?~t~~:s.~ · ~~. 
·since 1963. The Dana professor -
ship,program was-begun, wi~h a 
$250,000 grant from the Charles 
A. Dana Foundation- which wa:,; 
jc,mtinued on page 10) 
,~ ... ' ,• ., ','. •' I.' • 
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Inquirer 
-Question: Do you feel college is a delay into the 
"real" world? 
By Kim Howe 
PHOTOS BY LINDA STEWART 
MICHAEL BRADY,'78 HIST, 
ENG, N.J."Yes, but it's a -
necessary, stage. It's a crucial 
four years as far as development 
is concerned. , College is an 
excellent atmosphere for this 
development to occur but it's not 
right for everybody." · 
PEGGY FROST- 78 .MUSIC, 
WORSTER, MASS."Your educa 
- tion doesn't stop after four 
years- it depends on how you 
apply yourself in college and how 
you relate-your major. 
ROBIN LEVINE-'79TV-R, N. 
WOODMERE. L.I."Yes. Most 
.s!.~..;i.re still being suppor 
-ted by their parents and are just 
here to go to school for four 
' 
DAVID KUMIN- '77 cinema, 
teancck n.j."I think it's a we! -
come delay. Fine arts people who 
are more motivated can go right 
from their high school into their 
fields. After college you have to 
start from the bottom anyway." 
LAlJRIE .-SILVERMAN-GRAD 
STUDENT SPEECH PATH, 
QUEENS."No, you learn a lot 
more in college besides academ-
ics. You _ learn also from the 
people you meet." 
I 
CLIFFORD SPENCER-'79 
JEAN FLATHERS-'78 PT sun, 
BURY, MASS. "Most kids are 
financially dependant on their 
parents and don't have to make 
financial decisions. For me itt a 
necessary delay." 
UNDEC. PORT WASH L.I. "It 
could be. If the person so wishes, 
college could very easily delay 
any real responsibility for anoth-
l'r four _vears." 
LocaI··'Friends·'-Extelld 
J • • • ~ 
Aid to Chilean R,efue;ees 
I • • 
q :· - • "1',. J ' _.,, • -
-Ithaca., This happened. almost'.- ,i:<>untries where right wing gov-
three years ago now,. and since .. ~~nD1p,1.1t~,!l~;ve (alien to commun-
then he has'- been/ teaching · ISt leaders the Un{tf;!d States is 
theology at Cornell University. much more open about accepting 
By Mark Engstrom 
There are many Americans 
who would probably !Ute to 
forget what happened in Sep-
tember of 1973-and certainly 
there are some . government 
officials who would like to do 
so-for it is not a pleasant 
experience to be reminded that 
· our government is responsible 
for the existence of a dictatorship 
which has no qualms about 
torturing and beating its citi-
zens. Yet, the fact remains that 
the United States did play a 
strong role in the coup which 
overthrew the .freely elected 
Marxist government of Salvador 
Allende in Chile, and that the 
right wing junta which has 
replaced him is currently holding 
over 4000 political prisoners in 
captivity. 
As a result of this situation a 
group of concerned Ithaca resi-
dents have banded together to 
form a group known as The 
Friends of Chile. Since May they 
have tnade it possible for three of 
Chile's political prisoners to be 
released and brought to Ithaca. 
It is costing the group $500-$600 
to. sponsor each individual refu-
gee for a siz month period, and at 
the end of this time span it is 
hoped that the Chileans will be 
well enough assimilated into 
American society that they will 
be able to support themselves. 
Funds for these sponsor-
ships have been a major problem 
for the group since the United 
States government refuses to 
I supply any aid to Chilena refu-gees. The State Department has limited to 400 the number of Chilean political exiles who will be allowed to :-immigrate to America, and these people are 
given what is called .a "parole 
visa-." A person carrying a 
parole visa will not be allowed 
into the ~ountry unless it can be 
proven that he will be sponsored 
in full by private citizens and will . 
make no attempt .to receive 
welfare. 
l Man Responsible 
The Friends of Chile came to their refugees, as in the cases of 
be ~rganized when Gajardo be- Cuba and South · Vietnapi. "It 
gan to contact local churc hes for seems as though you have to be 
money with regard ~ sponsoring on the right side politically 
Chilean refugees. Between before .you can receive any aid,'' 
several churches and a number of Galaska said. 
other_interested parties enough 
money has been raised to bring Need Pressure 
three Chileans t~ Ithaca between , 
May and June of this year. an Philosophy professor Linda' 
earlier refugee arrived last No- Finlay feels that now that it has 
vember through the efforts of beeri proven that the U.S. helped 
The Friends of Chile, but after to topple Allende's government 
spending six months here he felt that, the country has a moral 
strong and secure enough to resp?nsibili_ty to protect the 
support himself, and· has since , p~ht1cal prisoners the coup ere-
moved to another city where the , ated, an~ offer aid to any of those 
chances of employment appear to who have the chance to immi( 
be better. grate to·Americ-1-. She feels that . 
Scars of Prison 
Jose Vila, one of the refu-
gees who arrived in Ithaca last 
spring, still carries with him the 
scars of his three year prison 
ordeal. He has lost 60 percent of 
his hearing and has a damaged 
liver as a result of the beatings 
and torture he .received at the 
hands of the new Chilean govern-
ment. He was working in a 
cannery at the time of the coup 
and, along. with his fellow 
workers, attempted to defend 
the factory against the forces of 
the coup. It was for this action 
that he was arrested. Since 
coming to Ithaca various individ-
uals have donated medical and 
dental care to him and the other 
refugees, a"nd the Rotary Club 
has presented Jose with a 
hearing aid as well. 
· Several people affiliated 
with Ithaca College have also 
been willing to offer their 
services to teh refugees. Alice 
Lory . of the Applied Writing 
Program has been helping · to 
teach English to the Chileans. In-
spite of the fact that she knew no 
Spanish when she first met the . 
former prisoners she has been 
working ~ard with them as a 
supplement to their formal in-
struction at .. '.fompkins. County 
Community College. 
if enough people put pressure on 
the government that they will 
eventually take some action. 
. An example of the effective-
ness pressure can have can be 
seen in one of Professor Finlay's 
former classes. After the coup 
took place she received word 
that -a close personal friends of 
hers had been imprisoned by the 
junta. Being a member of a 
wealthy family who did not 
support the conservative ele-
111ents in Chile it is likely that the 
junta took a special interest in 
him; he lived for eight months 
without receiving a salary and 
the police entered his home and 
burned all of his books. 
The students· in . the. class 
began an intensive letter writing 
campaign t~ their Congressmen 
and Senators, asking them to put 
pressure on the junta in order 
that this man could receive free 
passage . out of the country. 
Because 'this man was a fairly 
well known individual in Chile 
the strategy worked and he was 
allowed to leave the country. 
.. , 
Still BEing Tortured 
. Joel Gajardo, himself a Chet Galaska of the Anthro-
. native Chilean, . is the man pology · department is another 
Currently Finlay is actively 
seeking signatures for a petition 
th<\t will be sent to the Senate 
Sub-Committee on Refugees. 
The petition asks that .the .Senate 
extend Chilean immigration be-
yond the 400 limit, since there 
are still 4000 political prisoners 
in Chile who are being exposed to 
torture in violation of the United 
Nations Declaration of Human 
Rights. There are several copies 
of thetpetition still circulating on 
the campus for any persons who 
might be interested. 
responsible for forming The J.C. professor who is· active in 
Friends of Chile. He worked as a The F.riends of Chile. He feels 
· minister in Chile while Allende that the United States' policy 
was in power and had hopes th'at . with regard to refti'gees is based 
the government would be able to on political as opposed to human-
help relieve the terrible poverty itarlan motives and noted Chile 
which existed in the country. As as a case point. Chile is a country 
a result of placing his hopes with where a right wing junta , has 
Allende he was arrested shortly disposed,· of a Marxist govern: 
after the junta came to power. ment ancf , documented proof 
Due to the fact that Gajardo exists that the United States 
was a fairly prominent ma? in helped to undermine Allende, 
Chile, enough pressure was and the United States is still, in 
brought on the junta that they fact, giving the junta a fair 
agreed to release hini ... but only amountofmilitaryaid. The U.S. 
on the condition that he leave the policy towards· Chilean refugees 
country. So upon being freed . h_as been to limit their im~igra-
Gajardo and his family ·came to . t10n to no more than 400 with no 
the United States and settled in government aid attached. Yet in 
RII 
,, 
Last week marked the third 
a'1ni~er~ary of-the· -coup, and the 
local Committee· on U.S.-Latin 
American Relations sponsored a 
number of events in observance 
of it. · Included' in the list of 
scheduled activites was a film 
shown at both Cornell · and IC, 
along with various discussions 
and exhibits. A five week . 
·. mini-course is scheduled lo begin · 
. lr·rmt. pru11· .SI 
..... _ 
1•18.! ~c-111· I!" · /_~ .11.i - ~I. .I • I. · . , I. .lti 
1.. °"~~, ~\~ ,:• .. '.' 
·,::. ·1 
JOHN COUGHLIN- '79 ENG. 
NEW LONDON."Yes and no. 
Some people a;te here with no 
purpose- but because it's '.'accep -
ted". No, because most people i . 
are seriously -inter-ested in acquir 
· ing an education that will help 
them later on." 
'"' '\·, 
when vo~ volunte~r to work at Lic;k"'.lt. 
.. Coni_act _a ~anager. ,tor. detail,_. 
west ·tow·er b~sement, .x3552 
,"" ·-·. 
,· . :,! 
-::, .... , 
, 
' \ 
' 
) . 
••. IReaccreditation 
cont from puge 1 
final talk with President Whalen 
at whtch tim~ tliey · will un him 
what they 'plan on' ·mcluding in 
their final written report. Then 
they will collectively write a 
report which they will pass on to 
a designated reviewing body of 
the Middle States Association. 
That body will make the final 
decision as to whether to give 
LC. reaccreditation. That will be 
sometime in March, according to 
Scoones. 
The evaluating group for the 
Music School is called the Na-
tional Association of Schools of 
Music. Former Dean Craig 
McHenry, was in charge or 
preparing the self-study docu-
ment for the Music School's 
reaccreditation. His report was 
based on a series of questions 
that were asked by the accredi-
tors. Chairman of the Drama 
Department, Firman ·Brown, di-
rected the efforts to produce a 
self-study under a similar format 
for N.A.S.T. The team repre-
senting the National College 
Association Of Teacher Educa-
tion· will have a report done 
under thier required guidelines. 
The outcome of all this is 
uncertain. But it can be 
expected that the Middle States 
Association's reactions to what 
they see at Ithaca College will 
have an effect on the future of 
this institution. They will be 
making criticisms and sugges-
tions in different areas. They 
certainly will comment on what 
are already cited as problems in 
the self-analysis document. 
Those include: "limited opportu-
nities for cross-divisional study", 
the budget preparation process 
which has "been under fire from 
student and faculty members," 
declining numbers of High School 
. graduates coupled with a large 
· financial debt, the Board of 
Trustees' concern over the fact 
that 70 percent of the full-time 
faculty have tenure, and dormi-
tory problems. 
President Whalen has deci-
ded to use the whole reaccredi-
tation process as part of a 
comprehensive program to fur-
ther study the direction of Ithaca 
College. This fall a presidential 
task force will be established, 
representing all parts of the 
college. The members will be 
appointed. They will be expec-
ted to report their findings and 
recommendations to the college 
community by the end of 1977, 
and eventually to the Board of 
Trustees for approval of their 
final recommendations at their 
winter meeting in 1978. 
Currently available in· the 
Library are copies of all four 
reaccreditation reports; that is, 
the written self-studies for the 
four different agencies who are 
evaluating Ithaca College. 
THE 
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By Marcie Gonnan 
A recent survey on academic 
dishonesty was taken by a 
Drama/Speech Interviewing 
class taught by David Long this 
week on the Ithaca · College 
campus. Questions dealt with 
student and faculty attitudes 
concerning "cheating" as defined 
by the interviewees. 
One of the most interesting 
findings were that those who 
admitted to cheating at one time 
or another, felt very strongly 
opposed to others cheating off 
them. Also, the primary reason 
attributed to academic dishon-
esty said by both students and 
faculty was the pressure to 
"make the grades." 
The definition of cheating, 
by those interviewed, was using 
someone else's information with-
out giving due recognition for the 
promotion of one's own purposes. 
This specifically included co-
pying off exams, plagerism and 
making use of fraternity term 
•.. Carter 
Campai/!n 
(continued from page J J 
Very few questions concerning 
foreign affairs were asked-the 
students didn't seem terribly 
interested. When asked about 
giving aid to Vietnam, Jeff said 
his father feels Vietnam has done 
nothing for us and he will not 
give them any money. 
Jeff thinks his dad's stronge~t 
issues are jobs for the unem-
ployed and Ford's past and 
present "lack of leadership." Jeff 
has been working on the issues 
for about seven months while, at 
the same time, his brothers (and 
theirwives) have been on the 
road fund-raising. 
Despite of his fatigue, Jeff 
will continue to back dad 100 0/0. 
., 
) 
paper files. One professor 
expanded the idea of cheating to 
an intellectual level of not 
expecting new ideas. 
Students did not seem as 
bothered about som'eone copying 
off someone else's paper as they 
·were about someone looking on 
their own. Not many felt 
inclined to want to take some 
type of action, whether it be 
going to the professor or Judicial 
Board; however, if they caught a 
fellow student cheating off 'their 
test in class, many said that they 
would say something to the 
student. 
Perhaps a question that 
concerns all of us is why do 
people cheat? Pressure to attain 
a certain grade does not give us a 
full answer. Where does this 
pressure ·come from? Parents? 
If demands by parents on their 
children are such that it is only 
important to bring home A's, 
why cheat? Laziness? If a 
student doesn't see fit to make 
time to study or write his or her 
own paper, it seems wasteful to 
pay for an expensive private 
education at Ithaca College. 
It was felt by all that 
cheating occurs in every school 
within Ithaca College although it 
differs in abundance. The 
general consensus was that in 
the Business School, because of 
the size of each class and the type 
of exam given, cheating is more 
extensive. 
Students seem to feel that it 
is more difficult to be academi-
cally dishonest on a paper than 
on an in-class exam. This is why 
the Communication, Music and 
Drama Schools probably have 
less cheating than Humanities 
and Sciences according to the 
interviewees. 
Also, students felt that 
[ continued on page 6] 
!r.C2WOO Wls WW~ 
1. Off Campus Students-Please stop at the 
Registrar's Office and let us check your local 
address. The Student Directory will be published 
soon and the local address we have on file for you as 
of Friday, the 24th (that is tomorrow) will be the 
one they use. 
2. I D Pictures will be taken Wednesday, 
September 29th from 9-4 in the Registrar's Office. 
This will be the last time I D pictures will be taken 
for a while. 
OOAQ [!4 tr Cl:A~A~tf\t~ 
'dip joint' 
OOAm:~(tWWa~qJ (r(Ofn w~~ 
~ WCb~Ct~t . ·-
clinton house for app't 
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At times it becomes hard for people to face up 
to some of the more unpleasant things in life. In 
such circumstances the real issues tend to be 
ignored or distorted to false proportions, and it will 
ultimately be the bearers of the bad news who are 
sued as scapegoats and blamed for the problems of 
others. 
Being an educational community, it is 
important that we make a strong effort to face up 
to the facts which confront us in life. Only a fool 
would even think of pretending that there were not 
at least a few areas which could stand some 
imprpovement. Ignorant attempts to protect 
bogus reputations can only lead to intellectual 
stagnation. The curriculum must remain under 
constant scrutiny as insurance against our 
educational methods becoming outdated. 
Reaccreditation will in many respects be 
healthy for the College, in that it will provide us 
with the opportunity to examine ourselves. It will 
be most effective if the individuals within the 
College are willing to speak out on the some of the 
problems which they feel need correcting. With 
any luck, perhaps, the whole truth will finally come 
out. 
To rest upon any laurels which the College 
may hold at the present time would be a drastic 
mistake. Times change, and a program which may 
have been sound five years ago could by now be 
archaic. To discourage questioning of such 
programs will only serve to errode academic 
reputations from within, and ultimately collapse 
under their own weight. 
After several years of financial and production 
failures, numerous cancellations, and just plain 
mismanagement. Saturday night's Jerry Garcia 
concert was indeed a promising sign. The mere 
fact that the concert was held was in itself a sign of 
encouragement, but the additional fact that the 
Bureau of Concerts was able to show a profit on the 
performance exceeds all expectations. 
The good news goes beyond this, however. 
The Bureau announced before the Garcia concert 
that they had already booked a second concert, 
Aztec Two-Step, which will be held sometime in 
October. Chairman Howard Bloom has also 
promised that further concerts are on the way. It 
can only be hoped that they will prove to be as 
successful as the first effort, and will be able to 
provide a wide range of entertainment for all 
members of the college community. 
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( Your Space ....... ) 
This space will be reseroed each week /or are limited to no moTe that two typed, 
'Your Space' ... a chame for you to say something d()ubJe-spaced pages, and must be ~i~ted by~ 
any way you would like to say i~. Almost. No pm Tuesday preceding Thursday publication. Thu 
ohscenities, please, and the art,de ~ust be of space will be made available as often as there are 
interest to the general College community. Essays comments. 
By Michael Greenzeig, Comm. Mgmt. '77 
Well, here we are back for another school year the College radio station, was an unnecessary 
with nothing really unusual or exciting in the news. burde 
So, it becomes expose time. Which is fine and There are many inferior grades of Communica-
dandy if there is a situation that needs looking into. tions Schools across the country and it is not at all 
If there is no such situation, that expose becomes surprising to hear that one of them has swooped 
retitled a witch hunt. Hybels up. She brings to that school a name as an 
What I am talking about in particular, is the author. That may be the only thing that the school 
article in last week's Ithacan regarding the has going for it. But, what kind of school is 
so-called frictions in the School of Communications. Lockhaven State? It certainly doesn't have as good 
The article appears to have been written from the a reputation as ith3:ca does. 
standpoint of someone who knows absolutely Hybels spoke of Ithaca as "turning into an 
nothing- about the actual situation. electronic playground." That statement is in 
There are always two ways to look at keeping with her closed-mindedness. The dean and 
anything: 1) the way it actually is (which can only the faculty have seen fit to provide the students of 
be found out by researching the situation), and 1) the communications department with enough 
the way things appear to be on the surface (which equipment so that they can effectively run realistic 
makes it very easy to draw invalid conclusions). As radio and television stations. The thanks for this 
asn example, if you are told that two students are equipment is reflected in the many National 
living together, you can research it and find out Production Awards that Ithaca College students 
they are roomates, or you can sp~culate and jump have brought home each year. 
to the conclusion that they are lovers. This latter Mr. Choate's article and the Ithacan's editorial 
type of interpretation seems to be the one used by both questioned the purchase of a third color 
Mr. Choate in his exercise in creative writing. This camera. This again is obviously written from an 
is also known by another name: YELLOW uninformed viewpoint. During my three full years 
JOURNALISM. at this school, I have chose.to concentrate on radio. 
So since this is the way last week's front page· But even from my limited experience with 
article is written, I should like to enlighten those of television, I can tell you that aesthetically, there is 
you who read the story in The Ithacan. Being an no comparison for what you can do with three 
active senior in the same School that supposedly cameras. With it, you can greatly improve the 
has friction in it, I feel I am much better qualified quality of television production. I have seen shows 
than Mr. Choate to tell the story. that were done in black and white or postponed 
There will.be no serious shortage in the TV-R because of a color camera that broke down. A third 
faculty next year. I would assume that the School camera lessens that possibility. If my reasons are 
of Communications will handle that potential insufficient ask any upperclassman/woman who 
disaster the same way any other School would: has worked in television and they can probably give 
they will interview applicants until they fill the you ten more. As for the price, $i7,000 is a bargain 
vacancies. That would seem logical wouldn't it? for a good color television camera. The school 
Mr. Choate doesn't seem to use any common sense should be congratulated instE"ad of chastised ... , 
to consider that possibility. Point of information: the TV tower that the 
As far as the two professors denied tenure, Ithacan "researchers" speak of does not exist 
speaking a student's viewpoint, i~ is _no real loss: (another example of how well the article was 
Assistant Professor Gibbons 1s hked by his prepared). It instead is the radio tower that 
students, but not for his teaching. His Mass Media enables WICB-FM to broadcast at 5500 watts in 
and Media Writing courses made it impossible not stereo. Like it or not, WICB is a major form of 
to get a B, even if you only attended classes on test public relations for the college as the station is 
days. Both courses could be very valuable if taught much respected in the industry. WICB's airsound 
correctly or just simply "taught". Gibbons is an is as good as most small and medium market radio 
extremely intelligent man, but unfortunately was stations. Thank the School of Communications for 
unable to apply any of his intelligence in his classes. that. You may disagree with my comments, but I 
Assistant Professor Hybels is another case. : ·. am speaking from fact.. not speculation. 
Since word came. out that she. would not be Had enough, Ithacan? Next time you think 
returning, I have not heard one student mourn her something should be looked into, do it yourselves, 
loss. True, she was well written, but there is much before you publically demand that someone else 
more to filling the student's needs than a professor does your homework for you. You might find out it 
who writes books. Hybels taught and wrote from all is a waste of time. Your paper can be a weapon. 
the standpoint of one who had never had Make sure you are aware of that before you use it 
any experience in the field that she was a so-~alled again. The first step would be to get a news editor 
expert in. Her revelatio~s were al_I close-mmd~d that reports news, instead of inventing it. Don't 
theory as opposed to reahty. Her interference m pull a good school down just because you lack a 
headline story. 
ILeu There. Not Be Schooll 
By Judith Mason 
"Let There Be School on Christmas Day" 'Colleg~ and over the years have become aware of. 
Whoever heard of such a ridiculous statement? the lack of concern of students in regard to tl\e 
No one I know woula ever have the audacity to school's policy of holding c~asses on the holiest days 
suggest such a motion. There are no people I know of the Jewish calendar. Why do we Jewish 
of who would attend a class on such a celebrated students not protest this policy? Where are our 
day, that is of course unless prior to that day, a voices in such matters? 
student had missed two classes. If that was the ' Are you aware that there are a number of 
case, the student would be penalized for the important ,educational institutions that h~ve 
absence. "But it's Christmas,"the student might changed their schedule because they recogmze 
say iridefense. Too bad. It's the schoorpolicy. · the importance of these religious holidays in the 
How about this. Let there be school on New lives of their Jewish students? 
Year's Day. Equally as ridiculous. why then, is Why isn't Ithac~ College_ more resp~nsive tq 
there chool on my New Year's Day- Rosh our concerns! We will be askmg you to sign your 
Hashanah'! I am a Jewish student here at Ithaca name to petitions over the coming weeks. 
'· 
"· 
Attitude·_· at Open Meetings Criticizeol. 
To the Editor, 
' 
such a sweeping generalization 
Looking back on the open to a campus visitor. An example 
me~tiligs held with President would be a visitor interested in 
Whalen late last semester, I am becoming a politics major or 
wondering about what is going maY,be even a visitor represent-
on at I.C. At those open jng a reaccreditatfon team. The 
meetings we were told that the ' important question is, who looks 
administratio~ was taking a bad,' the Politics department or 
serious Iook · at the weaker Borton? ,. 
tude at the final open meetmgs 
last sem_ester and is apparently 
continuing that same attitude 
this semester. This is the wrong 
attitude to have towards people 
who really give a damn about 
their school. · 
Sincerely, 
departments in H&S. There are many unanswered Robert Taub 
A few days ·after the meets questions about H&S. Why was Politics '78 
ings I talked with an adminis- Dean Baker fired? Why weren't 
trator nained Walter Borton. students informed about it until 
While discussing H&S we hit after the semester began? Why 
upon the topic of the Politics was he fired after contracts were 
department; one of the reasons signed? Judging from adminis- oooChile 
being that almost none of the trative response, •students aren't·· c1111ti11ued from page 2 
professors had their docotrate. allowed to suppose or question on S t b 27 d will d al Since niore than half the people anything. Students who ques- with eih emT;r a; L"b / 
in · he department have their tion the administration'face some d eth ed~ry t~ 1 efraMion 
· · d d d' un er e 1rec 10n o r doctorates (not mcluding those very arrogant an con escen mg G . d · 
who may soon receive one) I people. I've had some good arJ;~ 0· t . t d d 
fol}nd his. statement no less than responses from certain ad minis- to mak est~ eve~J are m e~ t eh 
stupid. It was a rather foolish . .trators, but they are few in at ./ \~uh c aw:-~~ ; ki e 
statement coming from a person number. Whether he meant it or plroci _iesCwhilic Aare s I ah n_g 
· h h" h d · · t t' t P 'd t Whal h d ace m e. nyone w O is 
m ~~c a I ig . a mifmhis ra ivde no •d resd1 _en d en_ a tt'a interested in more information 
pos1tion. magme e ma e con escen mg an evasive a 1- · ak' d - t' d 
, or m m mg a ona 10n can o so 
I 12.' 
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To the Editor._ 
• I 
"Just a phone call away .... " 
"Your favorite song is only a 
phone call away." So says Hank 
Tenney on WICS's Recollections. 
, Is this true? One person who 
happens to reside at I.C. has 
found that it is not. Since, 
Sunday the fifth of September 
this_anonymous per~on has tried 
in vain to request a song which is 
"only a phoqe call away." What 
must one person do to hear a 
song? One can understand that 
not every song can be played, 
but requesting a song at 10 p.m 
and then again at 12 a.m. for 
three weeks in a row proves that, 
·one has_ to know someone at 
WICB to be listened to. 
Furthermore what is the 
sy!'.tem for picking what is 
played'! One is told not to 
request records that are less 
than 2 years old, nevertheless, 
one hears fairly recent selections 
hours after golden oldies have 
been requested. 
So the question still stands. 
What must one do to hear their 
selection? I would like an 
answer! 
Steve.Kaufman 
Business '80 
Every year senior students 
at Ithaca College are nominated 
to Who's Who In American 
Universities and Colleges, and in 
a few instances, juniors may be 
nominated. A committee reviews 
recommendations and sends the 
names of those nominated to the 
central organization. The organi 
- zation identifies the number of 
students each institution may 
nominate. 
This year the committee will 
accept recommendations from 
students, faculty and staff. Any -
one recommended should meet 
with the following criteria: a 
cumulative grade point average 
I I 2._ of at least 3.0 (in rare instances 
someone with Jess than a 3.0 has 
oTU been nominated); participation 
0 and leadership in College activit -
ies, citizenship and service to the 
College and potential for future 
~I\ r,,, achivement. Students may pick L'.::11:----~ up recommendation forms on 
I John Brown's Office on the top 
OF C.OIJR.Sf > floor of the Egbert Union and 
'ffllY PoAfr faculty and staff may pick them 
KNOW 11 up in the academic dean's offices. 
ffllJl)S R>R. All recommendation forns must 
1)\£. N£~A-IV, be completed and returned by 
e,Aot>M. C!>MPAN"f.,, Wednesday, October 6th. 
(.l,1/e·re not ... one of those limited- menu steak hcuses where the cook thinks Coqu.il/e St J:3cques_ is a famous ca#iedral in Europe ... we're not one of 
... /( those places t,,at fake versatility WneY! all +tiey really do is wrap carmE:d eird frozen fJll1r>35 in pre-vn,xfd crepes 8Y1d call themselves a French 
restzwrant ••. ...ve're not ooe o.P. tfiose ~nc.y dinir:';J roo'fflS where the waiter is alwiys dressed better +nc:n >,<)lA 8re, l'.JYld he gives you. a d,r+y look 1~ you. ptc.k 
up tne wrong fork ... ou.r afmosprere 1s interesfo1g, bl},+ people folk about the food at TURBACK" ~ l Besides the usual great Steaks, iwc.y 
PrimeRibs, giant lobsters 8Yd creative Vegehirian.dishes-dia"flgil'lg recipes feature special pleasure; ofeacvi seasor1·(Wehave fow- different 
V11eYlt.1S a year!) Thefollowin13-is our menu for -this season- -rake a bow, Robert Nor-man, CV1ef' Ex-fraord,na,re. 
l;)R55f;;NT.S Tl-IE AUTUMN MENU 
. C0.1.0 APPJ;TIZ~RS 
Mousse of 'Chicken Liver in a Who1e Apple I. 75 
A Service of Iced Shrimp (75~ each) 
Pigs Knuckles with Horseradish Sauce 250 
Fresh 'Gokien Delicious" Apple Juice · , 
and Other Interesting Juices .75 
~OT APPliTl~5RS 
Artichoke with \-iollanda\se. I. 75 
MEAT D1Sl=l5S 
Hambu.rger on English tv\t,1ffin 2.50 
"11.n"~ Roquefort Cheeseburger 2.95 
rk Shishkabob with fresh S3uer kraut 5.95 
Roast Pnme Ribs of Beef 8.95 
Sirloin Steak (60¢. per ounce) 
-16 oz M1ri1m"'m-
Coquille St Jacques 3. 75 
Quiche Lorraine 1.75 
~pinadf and Feta Cheese in Greek Pastry I 9~llT1tTTUIJ[lllllY' 
,\ . 
" iOUPS 
Jimmy Carter's Feanu+ Soup· 1.25 
(abooge and Potato Bo~h 1.45 
Onion Soup with Calvados 1.65 
SAi.AO~ ~ 
AS AN ACCOMPANIMENT 
Autumn Greens and Roquefort 1.95 
S ·,oach wrth Be.an and Alfalfa 5prcirts I JS 
atercres5 8rrl lttm3ine with Yogurt Dress:ng I. 
,SALAOS 
AS A MAIN COURSE 
-Roberl'$ Waldorf Salad· 3.85 
Salad Nicoise 4. 75 
~ 
--~ 
I 
! · 
. l 
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At the C ·ssroads---.. 
. ,; 
,' ,I 
IIJ1agine.a, futuri~ti~_society in whjch books are 
banned.. If you _ _!.,ead for ;_~~l:!wledge_~ .you.'re 
committing a crime. Literature is publicly burned 
. up special "police" fo fireproof clothing. Put all of· 
this together and jou have Fahrenheit.- 451, 
Francois Truffaut's film :version of the science 
fiction story by .Ray 'Br~dbury. Oskar Werner 
stars as one of the bookburners who begins to 
question what he's doing .. (Sounds a little like 
Michael York's character in. the current Logan's 
Run.] Julie Christie portrays two·characters, one_ 
of whom is a big influence on Werner. This ·is ., 
Truffaut's only aµthentic ''.Hollywood" movie )it 
was finan_,ced by Universal), though the renowned __ 
director -is curently- filming. his acting debut in 
Steven [Jaws] Spielberg's Close· Encounters of the 
Third Kind. 
Zobo --Funn B·and-: ·. Eor Fun 
• . ' I'.•~. , ' / 
A desert pirate, circa 1900, decides to cause 
some trouble to get some recognition. He kidnaps 
an American -widow and her two young chil4ren '. 
If you haven't heard the Zobo Funn Band, 
Friday night at .the Crossroads, is where ,you 
should he. Zobo will entertain you with a mixture 
of jazz, jazz-rcick and co~ntry-rock so effectively 
that I can practically guarantee that you will forget 
about the 50 cents admission fee, will enjoy the 
evening, and probably want to ·stay all night. In 
any cast, the show at the Crossroads wi!l start at 9 
PM and if you want to get a comfortable seat, get 
there early~ 
Sunday ..evening at 9 PM, Dana Simmons, a 
folksinger, will be at the Crossroads to entery.ain 
us. Admission 'is free. 
This fall the Herbert F. Johnson Museum of 
Art at Cornell University 'is showing. a series of 
experimental films from the 1920's, free and· open , 
to the public. · 1 
The films will be shown on Wednesdays at 7 
pm according to the following schec!.ule: Sept. 15;: 
surrelaist films; Sept. 29, animated films from the 
twenties, discussion led by Joyce ~henban, 
instructor of films ·at lthaca College; Oct. 6,. films 
by Rene "Cla'i~ Oct.--20. American avant-garde· 
filmmakers; Nov.10, films by Brakhage, Snow, and 
Gehr-;--and Dec: 1, CAPS awark films: · · 
On Sunday, Nov. 7, there will be a children's 
film matinee at 1 pm and 3 pm. -
Another attraction which will delight not only film 
buffs but also art-nostalgia freaks, is a Hollywood 
Movie Poster sale being held October 13 through. 
Oct. 17. 
Over one-hundred original movie posters from 
. the 1940's and 1950's will be included in this· special. 
five-day sale. 
The posters h.:. ve been donated to the museum 
and prices range from $15 lo $50. Proceeds will be 
used for the purchace of vyorks of art for the 
Herbert F. Johnson Museun Collection. 
Wo.uld You L·ike To 
Develop Y ourse(f? 
The Eqbert Union qamesroom has· a 
darkroom which is available for Ithaca 
Colle~e Communitv Member use seven 
davs a week from 12noon to l}pm. · 
The darkroom has enlarqers, lenses, 
easels, travs, qraduates, washer, drver 
(not for vour clothes!!), polvcontrast 
filters, focuscopes and_ neqative carriers. 
For further information concernin~ 
access to the darkroom contact 
Diane Musso . 
in the Office of Campus Activities from 
1:00 to 2:00pm Mondav thru Fridav. 
.. and tak~'them--0ff to':the' dunes. Meanwhile, OUl"-
President at the time, T}!eodore Roosevelt, -gets 
g90d and IJ!ad over fhis _turn of i?vents ... and it's the 
United States to the violent rescue. The.Wind and 
the Lion stars Sean Connery as the pirate chieftain, 
Candice Bergen as· his high-spirited captive, Brian 
Keith as Roosevelt and John ·Huston as Secretary 
of State ,J:ohn .Hay. _ 
the Wind and the Lson, when released in the 
summer ~f 1975, signaled~ refurn to movies of high 
adventure. In fa:ct·, 6 Con_nery went. on· to co-star 
with Mic_hael Caine in another film o(. this type, The 
Man Who-}Vould ]!e-King. Djrector John.Milius; 
scree~play blends fiction \\jth history in a.way that 
was praised ~y.many critics.. _ . . · 
, . · · ·.There.are plenty of other big·lthaflick.s on the 
'•:waf.ultis. semester, a:nd here's a random sampling: 
the-ultimate rock opera, Tommy; Robert Altman's 
highly-praised Nashville; an absolutely Jjdiculous 
disaster movie' that I happen to love, .AirJ>clr.t 1975; 
Woody Allen in top form in Love and Death; Peter. 
S~ll~rs "Clou$eau.-i!lg i(qp in '.J1le ~~~ ~~ th.e P_ink . 
Panther; Yarewell My Lovely, .starring·,.Rol:iert 
'Mitchum as hard-boiled detective Philip Marlowe; 
Dustin Hoffman in the Sam Peckinpah-directed · 
violence classic, Straw Dogs; and an 1:::ictre!llely 
underrated (and exceptionally well-made) science . 
-· fi~ion adventur~. SilenfRUnning. As·you' can see, 
thereas-muc:h more to come ... 
-THIS WEEKEND'S GUIDE: 
Fahrenheit 451, Thurs. at 9:30 pm, Fri. at 7 and 
9:30; 75 c ents. · 
The Wind and the Lion, Sat. an'd Sun. at 7 and 9:30 
pm; one dollar ·· 
NEXT WEEKEND'S COMING A TTRACTiONS: 
Thurs. and Fri.: A comic masterpiece that may 
scare the hell out of you - Stanley Kubrick's Dr . 
S~rangelove [or How I Learned to Stop Worrying 
and Love the Bomb]. 
Sat~-~nd Sun: The campfire scene you will never 
forget - only one of the totally sick, totally hilarious -
moment~ in Mel Brook's Blazing Saddles. . 
Char Pit .~.Academic 
-restaura_nt 
prime· ribs \' 
-:-elmira road 273-0777 :. 
across from Grand Union-.· 
~ Dis_honest_y 
S,urvey 
[con_tinued /r<J'l!I, page SJ 
cheating' is less prevalent in the 
Physical Therapy School. Due to 
Hou. s-e-in• Pl· .ants its competitiveness students in that ~epar ment would not standfo~ someone copying their own work. · ·· . 
. Although students are· well 
, Three Gree ... _.ses aware of: the academic· ws-
Hard_ to Find & Unusual Plants · honesty that goes· on at .Ihaca 
-·· 
I 
M , G • G d College, they do not think that it-c U l·re a· r e·ns - -is a real problem. Most said that . 
' . . 
. . _ _ . - it is no' different than· any other 
scrool and that the dilemma - . 
635 Elmira Rd. ( ~le.JU .. . rests· in the individualmvolved, . 
Complete Garden Store-·openeveryda~ · · not the comm,mity as' a: whole. · . .' ... _ ... .._ ____ ._. __ .... ___ __ 
,'•· .. · . 
I 
''- . . 
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WICB~TV: 
The following · i~ · a · broadcast schedule for 
· WICB-TV, Cable Channel 13 for Sunday Evening, 
September.26, 1976: · -
'.1:00 NEWS SCENE-a sµinmary of.the day's local, 
state- and_·n~tibnal news. Featuring Rich Turkel, ' 
Nick Drinker-, Ed Alpern and Frank Carpano. , 
7:30 FREEZE FRAME- Featuring prominent film 
makers, this show will give the viewer an· inside 
look at the film medium. Hosted by Skip Landen .. 
8:00 PANORAMA- A talk show· featuring call in 
· -debated and discussions. . Hosted by Andy 
Friedman, Marcia Neville and. Jay Bobbin. (60 
min,) 
9:00 SEARCH-FOR TOMARROW 
9:30 ALL KINDS OF PEOPLE- A variety show 
featuring the_ talents of .th~ Tomkins County 
resident 
10:00 ENTERTAINMENT UMBRELLA- A show 
that _wilHeature avariety of music, comedy, and 
drama. -- - · · -
10:30 NEWS SCENE- A wrap up of the day's news. 
. . ·~ 
The following 'is- ..a broadcast ,schedule . for 
WICB-TV, Channel 6, for the week of Sept. ·28, 29, 
30. -. ,,,<, 
,_ -7:45-NEWS SCENE News from around the world, 
· : · around the country, and around your home, , is 
brought . to you on this students produced 
·production. 
8:00pm DISCO ·'76 ··Disco mnsic as well as· the 
talents · of tJte ·now graduated . Chuck Reynolds 
culminate in this ·lively program. The camera 
catches many J.C. students in action ... DANCING. 
9:00pm LC. CINEMA DEPARTMENT ·PRE 
SENTS 
Film 1) "Old Friends" This film produced by 
cinema· major Elliot Klein. The· film is an 
experimentl;!_l endeavor. 
FILM 2)- "Retreads" is a dramatic film 
produced·· by. cinema majors at I C (Bl~k, and 
White) . ; rI,, , , -..... 
-10:00 pm Tues; &Thurs. fred'.-Raker '76 again is 
featured in this 'comical program. This is the first 
program-in this series. . 
-10:0.0 pm .Wedrie~day · .ALL IHNDS OF' PEOPLE . 
. :·, SeeFritiikCa"rpano exercise! Frank who is th.e Host -
of this interesting show interviews so_me energetic 
girls. · ... 
10:30.pm NEWS SCENE 
I \ I '• ,0 ~ I ' • •' • 
MusicBOx 
. The first in a series of weekly Friday afternoon 
recitals by Ithaca College music students will take 
place at 1 pm September 24 in the Naubenhauer 
Room, Walter Ford Hall. A program of short 
selection~. will be played by Paul Smadbeck and 
Dexter Dwight, 'marimba; Joseph Rakowski, bass 
· tro~bone; ~~ G. Wells Still, trumpet. ~ey are 
pupils of Wilham Youhass, Allen Ostrander and 
James Ode of the music faculty. ' 
Another student enrolled in the School of 
Mu~ic, Christine Harhigh, will present her junior 
_ _recital at 4 pm Saturday, September 25, in the 
main auditoriu'in of Walter Ford Hall. She is· a voice 
major studying with Professor Leslie Bennett. 
Local. _ 
Speed Reading 
RETURNS! 
Cost o/ full eight~sessi~n course 
f • - -
' _ - on}v. $9~ .. 50 students 
$119.50 ·non-students 
acaclemically qualified local i-nstructor 
_l{uarantee compa·rable to other 
- _. nationally ·known ciiurses 
Ques_ti~-'$ answered 
· -at ·.F.8..1!.•-- P1.~~-ti~gs 
-at.YMCA~ 
. . . 
202, East B:uffalo Street· 
,: ---__ Bu.nda; ·i{~:-26~h- at.-4:,00 &. 7:30. 
r 
. 
W(linen's Crew· Sets Record \,-
.. By J_ohn Romain 
This past' Snday an eight 
man shell, containing members of 
the-Woinen's Crew set out from 
the LC. boat house at 8am in an 
aattempt to row 27 mil~s - to 
Wells College in Aurora and 
return. This feat had been 
attempted by the men's crew in 
the autumns of '74 and '75, last 
year's excursion being the first 
successful voyage. Now it was 
the ladies turn. 
One may well ask "Why put 
oneself through such torture?" 
54 miles is a pretty long row -
con~dering that to cover 10 
miles in a practice is a fairly 
extensive· workout. There are 
varied reasons; ranging from, 1. 
Cornell's women haven't done it 
yet, 2. since it's an annual 
excursion; 3. this would b~_Jh~ .. 
ladies year for.it, 4. it would be 
fun, 5. it fits in with the natural 
exceptionalism that crew enjoys 
for the sport that it is. There are 
some of the reasons, but there 
ai.e many others. For these, the 
best way to find out w·ould be to 
ask the ladies that went along. 
Bow, (.izz Biche,,Lee Dublin, 
Sharon Walker, Julie Volk, Barb 
Bromet, Carol Zenner, Ellen. 
Andrew, Stroke, Laurie Creel-
man, Cox, Kris Knapp. This 
boating was com.prised in large 
part by veterans or last year's 
crew and Ms. Walker (W alkoid) 
,who beg,a:,n ro~fng this autumn. 
The ladies were· accompan-
ied by a well stocked launch. 
ftems included dry changes of 
- gear, foam rubber, tape; band-
aid~. _ needles f~~yopping blist-
ers, babyoil, Sea· & Ski, Coke, 
. Pepsi, Donuts; w~ter, extra 
seats, oars, and enough tools to 
fix the Titanic. Also aboard the 
launch were Butler Smythe '77 of 
the men's lightweight~ and John 
-Romain'77; ,:,.-the a_g$s~n!,---w~~ 
men's coacli~ (also·.of the'-light-· 
weights). 
We hit the water at 8 am, 
hoping to maintain _a reasonable 
pace (including rest stops) and 
land at Wells by 12:30. As we 
rowed past lTreman Marina the 
thought in everyone's· minds was 
whether or not.we could make it. 
In crew, there will be practice )n 
rain, at night in the dark (in the 
mol'ning too) in snow, sleet, hail, 
all of that, but winds. If winds 
give the water a swell of ·much 
more than 6'l, this gives the 
oarsmen/woman a very uncom-
fortable time (something akin to 
playing ping pong with a square 
ball, very difficult to make it 
bounce!) 
There aren't a lot of things 
one can· do w bile rowing, as the 
arms and legs are fairly --Well 
occupied with the rowing. Gum 
chewing is one distraction. (but 
Ellen didn't _bring gum for 
everybody). Another is (natural-
ly enough . with ladies) good 
~~rsatiori. Tllis seemed to be 
quite prevaitn'f :;Now ~nd then 
over the constant humm of our 
trusty Johnson outboard couid 
be heard scattered words and 
phrases, though my, suspicions 
are that most of the jokes were 
directed towards the occupants 
of the launch. . · 
After taking our 3rd break 
(5 minutes every 25 minutes) the 
blisters began to rise, the rashes 
··began to develop and the Pepsi 
supply began to dwindle. 
Our arrival at -wells was 
right on time. The lovely ladies 
of Wells busy sunning them-
selves on the boathouse dock, 
took a tolerant view of us landing 
on their rockstrewn beachhead. 
Aft_er careful inspection of the 
equipment and hands, the des-
tination was the campus Snack 
Bar for munchies. (If ever one 
has the opportunity to frequent 
f,,is area, try ·and avoid the 
cruisine). 
Upon completion of the 
meal, and various sidetrips to 
other areas of the union, we 
returned to the shells. (the sun 
[continued on page 9) 
F·ROGGY THE PARROT 
SA VS: Hf3y, -,et m·e out of this ~age. 
What -does that have 
to do with the finest 
portable Disco-Party 
Soun,d System_ in Itha 
Absolutely nothing. 
Joe's Sound 
& Salami Co.-· 
.:273-0000 
:'·:·Co'in-in~{ soon! 
O.N LOCATION 
s·-TRACK 
RECORDING 
.---------'---,,.-----a 
.. i_\\t WATflRJ:l? 
0~702 wmoW Avem..0~4-l-
277-0800 
lthacaps Finest Nightc~ub 
open ev·erv day 3 pm-1 am 
.., • '. I 
HAPPY 
,HOUR 
EVERY. 
DAY 
3.:00-1:00 
_LIVE ·_BANDS · TUESDA y- THRU SUNDAY 
Thi~ ·wee·k: "Late Show" 
- .. ,. . ' 
*··NEJER. A COVER CHARG·E!* 
·no,v, tak.irig res~rvations for special·.parties 
-: .. 
. :" 
I ! : 
'. i 
1' 
,• ' -
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Tennis: PHOTO BY FRANK SELLERS PHOTO BY FRANK SELLERS 
Girls Eye First _Bombers Win 24-0 
By Eve Homburger 
years the Bombers, under the 
fine coaching of Miss Iris Carnell, 
have placed 1st, 2nd, and 3rd in 
the state tournament, respec-
tively. Now they are ready for a . 
And those girls are swinging "first" again and have great 
again ... tennis rackets, that is! hopes of achieving their goal! 
The season is moving into full Co-captains Kathy Warner: 
swing for the Ithaca Coflege Girls - and Sally Williams are hoping to 
Tennis Team. Last year, the lead their team to victory. Other 
team posted a 5.4 record, with returning players include Cathie 
most matches being lost by only Deyoe, Marna Holmes, Lis Man-
one match. For the past three tell, Wendy Marks, Nancy Sears, 
·· HICKEY'S 
201 S. TIOGA ST. 
ITHACA, N.Y. 
272-8262 
· guitars, records 
musical supplies 
Robin Sink way, and Sue Wil-
Jiams. Linda Basset, Cheryl 
. Doepping,. Celeste Ferrante, Jo-
ann Palanker, Sally Rogol, Sher-, 
ry Scheer, and Patty Williams 
are new hopefuls who complete 
the team. Alternates include 
Amy Brenner, July Spellman, 
and Liz Kline. Trainers Wendy 
Marks and Susie Williams will 
try to keep the team healthy 
while manager Carolyn Spohrer 
will try to keep their smiles 
coming and their spirits high, 
even on a rainy Ithaca day! 
AS,jATAt 
GA~DE"4 
[~ESTAURANT] 
Chinese -Americn n Food 
ll4 W. State Street 
Although the first two Displaying overall improve- Butterfield (50--32) now in his 
games which were to be played ment in every aspect of its game, 10th season had been tied with 
against St. Lawrence and Brock- Ithaca College bounced back to Dick Lyon, who had a 49-20 mark 
port had to be postponed due to defeat Albany State 24-0 last from 1958-66. 
bad weather, the team has weekend after dropping its ope- One of the top rivalries in 
reserved a tennis court· full oif ner to St. Lawrence. Eastern College, football will be 
sunshine for the rest of their The Bombers scored twice renewed for the 34th time 
matches. Colgate'-is next on the on punt return touchdowns by Saturday as Ithaca College visits 
schedule, followed by Oneoiita, Steve Tennenbaum of 71 yards Cortland State. Kickoff at :Qavis 
Wells, Cortland, Binghamton, and Dave Pitzer of 46 yards. Field is set for 1:30 p.m. 
Cornell, and Syracuse. In Pete Podlucky returned a pass Ithaca (1-1) will be seeking 
addition to these regular games, interception 23 yards for another to retain the Cortaca Jug for a 
the team will participate in. the score and Scott Billings booted a fourth straight year Saturday. 
Eastern'.s and the NYSAIAW_ 27 yard field goal. Back in 1959, I.C.·all-American 
tournament, both which are to be Tennenbaum also led all Dick-Carmean, now a member of 
held- at New Paltz. rushers with 107 yards on 12 the Ithaca College Sports Hall -of 
Last year, the doubles team carries in addition to his Ithaca Fame and Cortland's Tom Dee-
of Sally and S~e W~lliams, record punt return. The pre- ker, both captains of their 
reached the semi-finals m the 'vious punt return record was 65 respective teams, donated the 
Easterns and the finals in the yards by ,'Bill Bryant against trophy to be presented annually 
state tournament. Also placing Hobart in 1973. That had also to the winners of the Cortland--
in the state tournaJl)ent were been the Bombers last punt · Ithaca game. 
Kathy Warner and Wendy Marx, return touchdown. The Bombers have won 
who won the consolation doubles. Pitzer had 87 yards rushing three straight against the Red 
And the team is very happy to in 12 carries and leads· the Dragons. Last year Ithaca 
have Marna Holmes, their past ground attack after two games ove~came a 6-~ deficit after th~ee · · 
team captain, back to help out with 128 yards in 22 carries. periods to wm 21-6 by scoring_ 
the team. Ithaca quarterback Frank three touchdowns during an 
· So put all the girls together Caufield who has missed the first eight minute span in the fourth 
on a tennis court, add a few balls two games. with a, shoulder quarter. Ithaca won a 34-33 
and a lot of energy, take some bruise is expected to he ready for thriller at Cortland in 1974 and a 
· blending instructions from Coach the Cortland matchup. Quarter- 41-33 battle at South Hill in 1973. 
Carnell, mix with a · tennis backs Scott Thon and Paul - For six of the past seven years 
racket, bake in some sunshine Morrissey, both sophomores, the margi!} of vic_tory f?r the 
until the match is over ..... and have laternated in the first two winners has been eight pomts or 
come out with a GREAT tennis games for.the Bombers. less. · 
team for the fall · of '76! Some 'Ithaca College coach Jim Cortland still leads .the sea-
-enthusiastic cheering fans would Butterfield recorded his 50th son series between · the two 
be frosting on the cake, so see care~r coaching win against colleges with a 16-14-3 edge. the 
you · all tomorrow, September Albany State a11d has now guided series,began in 1930. 
24th at 3:30 p.m. for the match the Bombers to· more victories The Red Dragons, coached 
against Colgate!! than any other grid coach here. by Roger ~binson, are 1-1 for 
Fnr outstanding dining try the ODYSSEY 
(c?72tinued on page 9) 
4Jli18111'2::1:1mmal!l:lis.._i:::aa1111111:s:::ai-c:e~ 
MAYER:'S __ 'THE AWARD WINNING RESTAURANT:' 
.:there your own adventure, your own Odyssey 1~ the Realm of 
~::<:~l and Drink of Mortals·· begins. 
Open Daily 
~ pm . 
Sunday 
lpm 
lf"(J fi_!.;.6:::----=_J::'~,-,,,,.~·~Y 
SPECIA°L ·s~ndat~ru- Friday 
Qn;on Soup Au Grcttlnor Tomc1co fui~e 
Roc1st l'nme Ribs of B<'ef Au Ju!> · 
or 
·· Mousi-aka c1 lc1 Odv!>~<'Y 
Bc1lted r'orato. S.1tad. 8rec1d &. Bu·crer 
Your choice of bever.<1ge. clll for 
··~5~ 
...,. 
SMOK-E SHOP 
Au ::;moker's -::;upplies 
Paperbo~nd Boo,C~ 
, Magazin~s 
New$pap(;r~-
• ,- • ,. , •;,.,' , • \,,I I ' 
11115...1.:.- ...... '-·· :_·'-- - ··--- --::- - - '' :, . 
....... --- "'~----- ·--· - - ,, .. - ---- - -- -~ ----- ---
-· '•/ ~ 
l j 
\ 
•. 
-. 
lF ootnien Lose Twice 
By Reid WalmarlC 
After two games, the Ithaca 
College Varsity Soccer record 
stands · at a lackluster, no wins 
and two losses. Friday the 
Bombers lost to Hobart College, 
2-1 and yesterday the Ithacans 
succumbed to Cortland State, 
5-1; both games played on Allen 
Field. This Saturday, the 
hooters host the Clarkson Col-
lege Golden Knig~ts starting at 
2:00. Monday the 22nd, the 
Bombers travel to Syracuse 
University to face the Orange-
men under the lights at 7:30. 
The outcome of last Friday's 
Ithaca-Hobart clash was decided 
in the final minute and a half; 
when the Statesmen's Mike 
"ltawlins broke the deadlock, 
scoring off a pass from Jeff 
Gurion. Even though the 
visitors had the wind advantage 
for a full 90 minutes, (rainfall 
changed the wind during the 
second half) the game was 
statistically close. Both sides 
had scoring opportunities thwar-
-ted by exceptional goaltending; 
"Can" Tanner of Hobart and the 
Blue and Gold's Jeff Cogshall 
each robb;d opposing players of 
apparent scores. • 
The first half belonged to 
I.C. At 19:21 of the period, 
junior, co-captain, Steve Carey 
"filled the net". The hustling 
halfback capitalized on a loose 
ball, sending a screamer into the 
lower left-hand corner from 
about 25 yards away. Despite 
continued Ithaca pressure, it was 
the club's only tally for the 
afternoon. Head coach Al 
MacCormack felt his team could 
have been victorious: "I thought 
we played well enough in the 
first 45 minutes, well enough to 
have scored a few goals." 
Yesterday's battle resulted 
in a 5-1 Cortland victory. If each 
half countea as a separate game, 
then the first half would trans-
late into a one-an· tie with the 
second half ending a 4-0 Cortland 
shelling. After State scored 
fairly early in the opening 
stanza, Ithaca's Steve Carey 
converted the equalizer at 36:29. 
The Blue and Gold's sustained 
pressure climaxed when Jamie 
Bonds passed to Steve, who sent 
a perfectly placed shot from 
about 20 yards away. The 
continued from page 9 
the season after opening with a 
17-15 home field win over 
Springfield, but dropping a 34-11 
contest to Edinboro State. 
Cortland has an outstanding 
passer in quarterback Ralph 
Boettger who holds the Red 
Dragon record for most pass 
completions. Boettger has com-
pleted 32-69 passes in three 
games against Ithaca for 513 
yards and four touchdowns. 
The Red Dragons have their 
top two receivers from 1975 
back. Tom Cummings caught 26 
passes for 252 yards and one 
touchdown while Tim Arden 
pulled down 20 passes for 225 
yards and one score. 
Cortland managed only 48 
yards against tough Edinboro 
last week but Lyle Schuler 
accounted for 40 yards on 17 
carries. Schuler scored Cort-
land's lone touchdown against 
the Bombers last year on a short 
run. 
.:iaturday's game at Cortland 
promises to be a little bit out of 
the ·ordinary. The Red Dragons 
will unleash an aerial assault 
The Ithacan, Sept. 23, 1976, page 9 
unlike any ever seen on area before opening their main para -
gridirons. Coach Robinson's chuted at 2000 .feet and landing 
team will unveil their secret right on the playing field. After 
weapon during team warm-up landing, the jumpers will pack 
period just prior to the game. their chutes behind the stands 
Wearing specially designed boots and answer any questions about 
and helmets, this fearsone, four - skydiving. 
some will roam the field at will, lhecortiand Club jumps at the 
easily evading any foolish Ithaca Seneca Falls airport, which is 
defenders trying to hold them to about 45 minutes north of Ithaca. 
a ground game. Cortland is The Seneca Sport Parachute 
expected to dominate the air. Club has operated a full-tiem 
this speciality team will be drop zone at that location for five 
revealed to the public at 1:15. years. First jump training begins 
Members of the Cortland State every Saturday and Sunday at 10 
Skydiving Club will be landing am, and costs only $35 with a 
on the field at that time.a few college ID card. The course lasts 
minutes aftetr dropping a yellow abour 4 hours and you jump that 
- colored streamer to determine same day. Spectators are wel -
the winds, four jumpers will come · any time;most jumpimg 
leave the Cessna in two separate occurs on weekends and holi -
passes. The plane will be flying days. For further informatio~, 
at 3500 feet, giving the jumpers call the drop zone at (31D) 
· time for a 10 second freefall · 568-2423. 
00¢> Crew Sets Record 
continued from page 9 
worshipers were still in attend-
ance). During our break a steady 
NW wind had arrived, causing 
choppy swells running 1-1 and a 
half feet. Not a lot of fun. So, at 
2 pm with some trepedation we 
launched bound for Ithaca and 
ultimately Ragmann's. 
The swells kept up, so after 
struggling ·about 3 miles and 
finally rounding a point of land 
into calmer water, we paused 
briefly on the beach to ~mpty 
about 4 inches of water out of the 
shell. Heading home (again), the 
plan was a 5 minute stop every 
20 minutes (this was not argued 
with). Whereas on the way to 
Wells the question had been one 
of arrival, on the ·1'eturn the 
question was one of survival. 
Passing power cruisers cast us 
viscious wakes, to which the 
response was a gesture of 
defiance. _ An infrequent sun 
bather clad in his/her birthday 
suit waved as we passed by. 
This is where the going got nitty 
gritty. The blisters were well 
entrenched, the sunburns were 
beginning to liven up, the rash 
from wet terri cloth began to 
rise, and still over 15 miles to go. 
With six miles left IC came into 
view as the corner at Crowbar 
Point was passed. Excitement 
was the mood, but fatigue was 
the feeling. (Butler and I were 
pretty well shot too, we hadn't 
had a beer all day). Glowing 
down to the end of the ·Lake 
Cayuga Inlet reached out, only 
1500 meters to go. With 9 sore 
bodies with but one thought in 
mind, Kris made her normal 
te~rific landing and we were 
273-9725 
A FIVE MINUTE RIDE IS WORTH 
SOMETHING EXTRA 
'\ You'll find generous drinks and house spe-
c1alttes served in a comfortable and re-
laxed atmosphere. Test your skills at Scrabble, 
Chess, Go. or Backgammon, and take m some 
good hstening music. For your added plea-
sure, sandwiches and clams are served nightly 
until 12:00 
DINNER SPECIALS 
mond.,y~· 
BEEF FONDUE 
3.65 _ 
wl'dnt.·~d.,Y~ ... ~: 
BARBECUED 
SPARE RIBS 
tuPsd.iy~ 
SHISH KABOB 
3.65 
thur~day~ 
TOP SIRLOIN STEAKS 
3.65 
'~Desperado!' 
' . is. weekend'tj~nd' --. 
'· 
Impress someone· with your good ta.ste in 
barns. lJr.ing them ouuo· the Stables Inn. 
home! The time was 6:33. as the 
shell and equipment were stowed 
away the glow of a triumph over 
odds really filled the crew. 
Coach Jerry Dietz was on land to 
welcome us hack to the fold. 
This welcome had an accompany-
ing glow as well, as we straggled 
into Ragmann's. 
A feat such as this has not as 
yet been reported to business, 
but we are making our bid now. 
27 miles twice is a fairly long 
piece, and hopefully even that 
will someday be increased. 
'A.LSO ... 
I THE ITHACA COLLEGE 
a 
m MUG CLUB 
ffl New memberships are now being 
l
a- accepted for $6.50. This membership 
enti~les you to a 16oz. J.C. Pub Mug, 
. ffl a hook on the Pub wall and ffl 
a ~ Mug Club Specials. 1:1 
I !!:~ Come in and see us. I 
m Chuck Nancv Steve Jim ~ 
ml- IP'ete:r Tom Jsv Joanne I 
Tad David Maryann Susan 
(Colleen. Sue lPee:e:v 
a a 
I I_ 
a ~- .r.ay pr.au 1 I _ -· .. , _: NEIi IE11 llill, ·~~.:a, !!liill .... -
i 
. ' 
i 
I. 
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APARTMENTS: 
Chestnut Hill apartments. 
Two bedroom, furnished or un-
furnished, on West Hill. Bus 
service, swimming pool. 20 min-
utes to Ithaca College. Call 
272-5750. 
Attention all IC women: 
Gamma Delta Pi, Social 
Service SorQrity invites all IC 
women to attend their fall rush 
parties. 
Thurs. Sept 23-miser with 
Pi Lam 
Tues Sept 28 miser with 
Delta Kappa 
Thurs. Oct 7 
at 8:30 in the Lounge of Terrace 
98. Hope to see you there!! 
For Sale: 
Four tickets to see The 
Spinners Oct. 23, at Westchester 
Premi<'r theater. Must sell. Call 
Janet at centrex 79:t. 
There will be a meeting of the 
Gay People of Ithaca College at 
7 :00 pm Thursday, Sept. 23, at 
7:00 pm. 
MODELS-fashion and photogra-
phic work-well paying-prefer ex-
perience-apply in person, Sat., 
Sept. 25 from lOam-12 noon at 
TURBACK'S (Elmira Road) or 
call during those hours for other 
appointments. 
Ithaca College Men's Bowling 
Club- ,tryouts for the fall semes-
ter start Monday Sept. 27 at 4:30 
pm on the PE Center lanes. All 
IC men are invite'd. Any ques-
tions, call Rick Mottley at x784. 
FOR SALE: 
Harmon Kardon 1000 Cas-
sette deck- $175. H interested, 
call Keo at 272-2817. 
best drinks anywhere 
dinners by 
reservation 
phone 
539-7724 
Buts· - now we· know what's 
under your shorts ••• 
signed 80W plus IC 
We did it!we did it! We did it! 
~ Thanks for the great trip to 
Wells everybody! Lets,· have,· a 
reunion nest year. 
Your "Jet propelled" stroke 
J. T. and Buttles-
How many oids are there in nine 
olios? 
two and four 
John· 
Why doesn't our lion have tits? 
We are the women's side, aren't 
we? 
an "enroared" 208 
"Madman across the water"· 
Row to Wells, Cake you say? 
After 200 miles, Tell me you 
won't want hen-gay?! 
"Madwoman across the Hinkley 
Lake" 
Mo Gabgag, 
How about a floor roar? 
A Lyoness 
Knappbutt, Keel, Duke, Zinclo, 
Barbolio, Volkan, Walkoid, Dub· 
itikis and Bichindo-
Congrats for a superb row! 
Hope to see you in Guineas. 
A faithful follower and friend 
El l:I• •El• •l:J• 11:J• NEIN •EH 11:1• 111 
I !h ~~h~n~h~~vi~ I 
' 
Conservative Reform Orthodox ' (U (Statler Aud.) (Anabel Taylor) (Edwards Rm) Ill 
El Fri, 9/24 7:00 pm 7:00 pm ,6:3-0 pm El 
I Sat, 9/25 9:00 am 10:00 am 8:30 am I & 7 :00 pm &6:30 pm Sun,9/26 9:00am OMPORTANT~ 8:30am 
-a [Q)o~~u wait until the Dasi minMtte a ~ THERE IS ONLY ONE VEHICLE PROVIDING ' l!I FREE TRANSPORTATION TO SERVICES AT Ill 
1:1 CORNELL. PLEASE PLAN ON TAKING THE El 
I EARLIER SCHEDULED TR(PS TO ENSURE I PROMPT ARRIVAL FOR ALL. fRlosh IXlashanah Transpoli"1la'llioli"il SclmedOJJDce deo,oil: Egbert Union l?arlldng ll.oil Fr, 9/24-
m
EI Departures: 5:45pm, 6:10pm, 6:35 pm Sat, 9/25- l;I 
I Return Trips (all leaving from Statler): 9:00pm, Departure: 6:30pm T 9:25pm, 9:50pm Return: (Statler Aud.) 9:00pm w· 
a a 
Curt-
~dn't I leave a sock in your 
room the other night? 
Hee-Hee! Guess Who 
I 
Olios, lndos, ltikisis and Oid, 
For the ladies that rowed to 
·WEiis on Sunday, Coogradula -
tioosl A row well done, and 
thank God it's over nnd done 
with. 
Bottles and J, T. 
M.S.R. 
Hey Hey Parlez-vous hubba 
hubba. If we can make it through 
this week it'll be one less week to 
make it through. -, 
later,. Still burned and Z'd, 
J.F.R. 
Giarelli: GET BENT! 
Your friends 
-
To all who cootn"buted to my 
ticket - Thanks! The concert was 
great!! 
K.G. 
I'd rather make love in the 
flowers then take lots of cold 
showers I got them Lino St. 
Blues 
Stooo· 
Good luck sculling in Canada 
on Sun. 
A Secret Port 
Didn't get the correct phone you 
ordered? Hassles with your bill? 
I am researching an article on the 
phone company and its practices. 
If you have a story to tell, tell it 
to me. Call Andy at 273-5072 or 
x751, and leave message. 
Hey Goldenrod-
You can _ forget Debbie 
Marks and all the others in your 
past, but NEVER forget your 
beaver. You're really special. 
299CAS1S 
COLDBIIR 
DINo•ntPrlceo 
0 Groceries • Kegs 
Party Supplies O Ice. 
UIHnD CIGAEi 
122 N. Aurora st. 
Open Daily till 10 p.m. 
••• Trustees 
cont from page 1 
matched by th~llege. Addition 
- al Dana 13ppointments are 
expected during the year. 
enrollment at the College is up 
by 119 students this year over 
last, the Board learned, due to 
the fact that spring to fall 
attrition dropped for the forst 
time this year in four years. 
Whalen explained that ,upper -
class enrollment is estimated on 
the basis of previous years' 
enrollment and that because 
fewer upperclassmen withdrew 
from the College than had in the 
past four years, the enrollment 
projections were off hy about a 
' hundred students. 
It was also reported that last 
ye·ar's unrestricted giving ~ the 
College amounted to $230,270, 
which reflects a $15,000 increase 
over the previous year, and that 
$775,959 had been recieved in 
capital gifts. 
The Board also passed a 
resolution honoring Prof. Carlton 
Wood, who coached the College 
baseball team to second place in 
last year'.s College Division 
World Series. 
ooeSoccer 
Loses Ae;ain 
continued from page 9 
closing period &,aw Cortland 
score four times in the opening 
14:30 as Tom Porrazzo collected 
a goal aIJd two assists. A 
relatively optimistic Frank Co- · 
hen had this to say about his 
team's effort: "We tried to hold 
our own but they were too 
powerful. Hey, we're young and 
we're going to improve," Itha-
ca's skilled midfielder also ex-
pressed confidence in the team's 
goaltending. 
I.C.A.C. play resumes on 
Saturday, when a high scoring 
Clarkson College squad will 
challenge the Ithaca varsity. 
Last year in the "North Coun-
try," the Blue and Gold recorded 
a 2-1 victory. Coach MacCor-
mack anticipates a similar "end--
to-end" contest, stating: "A tie 
or a one goal margin either way 
should be the result." In order to 
conquer the Golden Knights the 
coach feels, "We have to move 
the ball out of our defensive zone 
more consistently." More team-
work and quicker shooting won't 
hurt matters either. 
Monday night the Bomber 
hooters leave South Hill to face a 
tough Syracuse University team. 
Lutheran Campus Ministry 
-servint! all campuses in Ithaca 
' 
Sat, 9/25, (A.M,) Sun, 9/26- m IU Departures: 8:15am, 8:40am, 9:15am Departure: 8:30am I 
Return (from Statler): 1:00pm, 1:25pm Return (Statler Aud.) 1:00pm · .. 
_The Unmuzzled Ox: Coffeehouse 
'.111 Oak Ave., near basement entrance 
El l,uncheon 11.C. & Cornell): 1:00pm, One World a· 
I Room, Anabel Taylor Hall. Luncheon diners will · _ ,-,· . , return approximately 3:00pm. • V om &topfrH.lll.l" $~rr~6ce® Conservati11e Reform Orthodflx Sun, 10/3 (Kol Nidre) 6:30 7:30pm 6:30pm 
1:1 Mon, 10/4 El 
T 10:00am 10:00am 8:00am ' llJ I Concluding Service] 5:00pm 5:00pm . UJ 
Harrop Freeman~ 
nationally kno_wn ACLU la~yer 
talk, groc~, drink coffee 
9-1 lpm Fri., Sept. ~4 
Sun, 10/3-Kol Nidre Mon, 10/4- · . Seminar: The Parables: ~ series Im YI Oll"il'il ~DB»PW.111' Yrarmsu»ortait6cim $clhlechw0e ~11:1 Departures: 5:30pm, 6:00pm, 7:00pm Departures: 8:45am, 9:10am, 9:35am Return (Statler Aud): ~:OOom, 9:30pm, 10:00pm. Return !Statleraud.J: 2:00p~. 2:30pm, and 7:30p The Uninuzz(ed o·x basement a 'Wom C(op11,a11r .. l.lrreakang of the fast SW1pperr El lll O'ak 1,ve ,9:30am Sundav 
ffl 
Towers Dining Hall, 8:00 pm, Oct.4. FREE if on m Ch - h § • , . 
· meal plan. $1.50 for affiliates not on meal plan. I urc erv1ce: 
$2.85 for all others. Must sign up by Friday, Sept. Th L h A El 24 at Hillel office, x3323. . El e Ut eran _ 880Ci_atiOD 
IPLEASE 'NOTE: NO Shabbat meal this week --1 109 Oak Ave., 10:45am -because of Rosfl_. Hilffhanah. Shabbat meals · ,.,communion,, first Sundav will resume on Oc~~:··1, 197,.;5:~0pm, Job Room -for rides Sunda-v, call 273-6888 
1 :1• ,m, . H:J• H:J• ,a,_ •1:11 •El• • . •El• 1BEI _____ a_n_d ___ 1e.a.v.e ... p·h·o·n·e-n.u.m.' .b;e;.r .... ..;.J 
l 
J 
I-
-
Menu 
.J. .,) ' ~ :--
. Friday, 9/24 
. !';,. 
Lunch 
Hot tuna.and cheese on bun 
Ground beef and potato pie 
Ham salad sandwich cold · 
plate 
Philly deli sandwich 
Dinner 
roast turk_ey, stuffing , gravy 
·Beef stew, biscuit 
¼ pounder hot dog · 
Saturday; 9/25 
Lunch 
cheese and bacon melt Hawaiian 
scrambled ·eggs 
chili with beans over rice 
SlQppy ,Joe 
Dinn·er 
Steak 
Shrimp B<!sket 
special 9 inch pizza 
Sunday, 9/26 
Brunch 
Juices and fruit 
· scrambled eggs 
French toast 
Sausage links 
Cold cut platter 
Dinner · 
Oven baked chicken 
Spaghetti with meat sauce 
Cheesc'aogs 
Mo~day, 9127 
Lunch 
Hamburger on bun 
Scalloped ham and potato 
casserole 
Melon fruit 2late with cot -
tage cheese 
Cold cut set up 
SALAD BAR 
Dinner 
Baked ham 
Batter fried fish 
Italian sausage sandwich 
Tuesday, 9/28 · 
Lunch 
Hot turkey sandwich 
Spanish macaroni 
Egg salad sandwich 
Cream cheese and nut on 
brown bread cole plate 
Dinner 
- Baked meat loaf 
Lasagna _ 
French waffles 
Wednesday, 9/29 
Lunch 
Barhequcd Ham sandwich 
Tuna Hoagie _ 
Turkey chow mein 
Vegetable cold plate · 
Dinner 
V cal parmesan 
Roast beef 
Cheese omlet 
Thursday, 9/30 
Lunch 
Bacon, lettuce, .and tomato 
sandwich 
Hungry jack bake 
Tui:key salad sandwich cold 
plate 
Egghurger on whole wheat 
bun 
Dinn<'r 
' Grilled chopped steak' 
Baked turbot 
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Local Vo·lun.teer Need~ 
.. -~ 
, 
Literacy Volunteers of Tompkins. Couuty 
Need; Volunteers to be trained as tutors of basic 
. reading. After training, volunteers will be assigned 
to work for one hour, ·twice a wee~. with 
. fu?~tional~. illit~i:ate adults·' w.lio 'wish to learn. 
:Times and days for tutoring are arranged to suit 
· mutual conveniance. · 
Meadow House Needs:a male volunteer 
companion for a young, male polio victim recently 
refeased from a lifefime of hospitilization. The man 
is relatively mobile and interests include typing 
and bicycle riding. A couple of hours once or twice a 
week is all that would be req_uired, and time and 
activity could be the volunteer's choice. 
Onr 
One-To-One Program Needs:Volunteers to 
spend a few hours, once a week;with individual 3-6 
year olds in a learning through play program. 
Space and materials are available at the Youth 
Bureau, and times can be any weekday daytime .. 
GLASSWARE 
· the iron shop 
"the commons 272•5101... 
Oak Hill Manor Needs:Volunteers to assist in a 
variety of crafts and recreational programs for 
their elderly residents. Days can be any and times 
chosen from late morning, late afternoon, or early 
evening . 
For more information or an appointment to 
these or any voluntary .service, please call the 
Voluntary Action Center, 272 -9411, Monday thru 
Saturday from 9 am to 1 pm; or call I C Comminity 
Service, 274-3311, Tuesday and Thursday from 9 to 
10:30 am, or Wednesday from 1 to 3 pm. 
• " ,i..,, ,,. •' , !, I~• 1, •JI,~ 
good news.GO 
~ CLAMS ARE 
BACK! til !:te 
mondav and tuesday night special SU/dlaz. 
The Stables Inn 
;, ,,• 
vs. 
Sweet and sour pork · \ 
I' ~ .. 
I • 
I•' ) 
In this case ·it would be wro_ng to say11othing 
'beats Schmidt's. Schmidt's definitely beats nothing. 
It costs a little more, thOugh. Sthmid(s 
/ 
The beer th(1t might IH<lkc 
.Phi~dddphi<l famou~. 
C SCHMIDT & SONS. INC . PHll,A . PA 
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FREE GIVEAWAY· 
soctA"L ·, '_:;f,, .... SECURIT" 
~CCOUNl '.}.f:!;/.,' NUlll(R II. 
w ,=~---,-. ,-.. -}-;~-~-?.~-1\-}-~-T_T_'H_E _ _ 
. I /AST FIVE /Jl<il'f."i I I 
. I 
I' .... ·, ntv>LsVl)bV I 
JOA \OClll-iwmtl..a ,ii=ru-=RP""'as...:;!S-=Nc..OT-IO_A_IO(-.l-111-Cl .... liOW.M"'fl 
OVER S2,000.00 IN PRIZES 
GIVEN AWAY LAST YEAR ... 2 
COLOR TV'S -·PLUS 
RULES: 
- - _,,. 
SECOND ANNUAL 
-· SOCIAL :·s-CURITY 
CARD GIVEAWAY 
WIN HUNDRED'S OF DOLLARS 
IN PRIZES WITH Y-OUR 
FAMILIES SOCIAL SECURITY 
CARDS 
LOCAL OWNERSHIP 
$1,000,000.0b INVENTORY 
( l} NO PURCHASE NECESSARY! Anyone with their own social security card ca·n win. 
( 2) Almo~t every item in each of our 6 stores·h11s been tagged with a S-0lgit numl)er~-11 · · 
the la~, five digits of your,social security card are the same as the five digits on .th!!, · 
unit, YOU-WIN THE ITEM, NO CHARG'E, The unit-~o.wn Is yours-tree regardless 
of value You find your matching number and'win'. ·Th~t·s alt there.is-to it. 
( 3) You may win the Sl,000.00 Pioneer Stereo, a nil.~ SONY,~or ZENITH TV or a Stereo 
Rece,ver No limit to number of prizes even ll"!!)hg-same family. 
( 4) You may win almost anything in Lafiiyel.le'.s-SJ,000,000.00 Inventory. our employees 
or lhe1r tam1lies are not eligible. · 
( 5) Your card must ~ave. been., issued earlier than July 31, 1976 to qualify and 
.. c11on 11'..atayelle reserves the right to verify the number. Remember you only must · 
, · ma!ch the last five digits of your social security card to win. It's Easy - try it. ( 6·f Oller expires at store closing September 30, 1976. Prizes will be awarded Oct. 1S"'7 
alter winners soc,al security numbers have been validated. · 
( J) Anyone with a soc,al security card can win. We w.:int you to see the all new line of fall 
electronics and what better way than a giveaway. . · 
~KENWOOD 
KR-2600(3DWATTSRMS) 189.9S .69.95 
KR-4600(6DWATTSRMS) 299.95 269.95 
KR-5600 (80 WATTS RMS) 359.95 -309.95 
n KR-160~ 1160 wATTs RMs1s29.-9s 479.95 
~ .:.:~_' . 
• Heavy Outy Lock 
Mount with Key 
• Prevent 
Thell or ..}.fl ca 
CB or • w/bl. 
Sfereo Como. 
NORELCO.~ ·.' 
PLASTIC ·eo')i( 
__ ,,... jCai'iattn) 
--~ 
~' 
• s,o,. anr C.entte 
• Sold In Catalog at 
. 25cnch 
15~.-
··, 
''. ' 
·srEREO 
HEADPHONE --
Extension Cord 
25 foot 
-~---.. Coiled 
- ~ ', 
~-
.I'.'••.:,," 
~·.--· 
- --· .... .._ .. 
,. .. ~ . 
·~ . .;· .... ,--
FM CAR RADIO 
C~!'Yett~r . 
flEPEAT OF A SELLOUT 
•Converts any AM car ,ad10 
into FM in rn1n_ules 
•Never beTorl\ Sold so Low 
- -~ ·as 
"Taut seuOuT 1,6 
86M 
• Full ... 
. . . memorv-;-
' ~ .Eight: . : 
:·--· digit 
· • Per ce~t 
key 
.,. "1·495 Sale . _ · .-:·· 
maxen. 
CASSETTE 
°TAPE 
ULTRADYNAMIC 
''UD'' c-:·90--· 
·., Lafayett nssori.i;f' 10R'c /J..Jv· lthoco Coilegelo>1:n Cort!a,1d 
e . .1..• •f i\'. t)OVD,,.dtn!l<l .U50.,'10"ni:,: 1 7~01 :"1.SI r,; ,,. ...... ,\• 1 ...... , "", ,•,: ·A 273-fl.771 272-28(:.i~ ;;:-.J.96M ~ .. " : ,- ... , .. ,.,;: !.! _____________ _ 
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